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AFTER A LONG WAIT, THE DOCTOR AND THE GANG ARE FINALLY BACK FOR 
A SOPHOMORE SERIES. WE HEAD ON SET TO FIND OUT WHAT’S IN STORE…
WORDS STEVE O’BRIEN

“HAVE YOU DONE THE TOUR YET?” 
asks Chris Chibnall. “Have you been on 
the...?” He coughs conspiratorially, but 
we know he means the TARDIS. And 
yes, we have. Chaperoned by producer 
Nikki Wilson through a long corridor 
in Cardiff’s Roath Lock Studios named, 
somewhat cheekily, Russell’s Alley after 
long-departed showrunner Russell T 
Davies, SciFiNow is granted a privileged 
peek at the Thirteenth Doctor’s orange-
hued console room. Take our word for it, 
it has some serious wow factor.

“Some people have cried coming onto 
this TARDIS,” she reveals, and it’s not 
hard to see why. Step through those 
police call box doors and it’s like this set 
really could whisk you anywhere in time 
and space. Note to self: don’t well up.

“We’ve made some small changes this 
year,” Wilson offers, pointing to a new 
set of steps which double up as some 
much-needed seating for the four-strong 
TARDIS crew. There’s also a garden-
fresh monitor, new LED screens in the 
walls to add a bit of visual pizzazz and, 
while those looming crystal beams 
are still there, they don’t move up and 
down with the time rotor anymore. Rest 
assured, however, the custard cream 
dispenser is still present and correct.

If ‘mostly the same, just a bit 
different’ is how Wilson would describe 
the TARDIS console room for Series 
12, it’s also the message, it seems, for 
showrunner Chris Chibnall in promoting 
the next series of Doctor Who.

Last year, the PR angle was wholly 
different. It was new everything – new 
boss, new Doctor, new companions, new 
writers, new TARDIS, new theme, new 
camera lenses even. The impression the 
marketing blitz gave was that Series 11 
was a jet-powered hosing down of the 
Steven Moffat years, an era where the 
series had, over time, seen its ratings 
tumble from an average of eight million 
under David Tennant’s tenure to roughly 
five million for Peter Capaldi’s swansong 
series. A common charge was that 
Doctor Who had become too mired in 
its own mythology and that Moffat’s 
mazy plotting lacked the open-armed 
populism of his predecessor. A reset 

was needed, and that came with a series 
that almost defined itself by its lack of 
reliance on its past. Apart from that 
New Year’s Day Dalek surprise, there 
were no returning monsters, characters 
or plotlines in Series 11. This year, 
however, is different.

“I think last year was a recruitment 
year for the show,” says Chris Chibnall, 
sitting in a meeting room at Roath 
Lock, his towering frame flanked by 
his cast, Jodie Whittaker, Bradley 
Walsh, Mandip Gill and Tosin Cole. “It’s 
always a stepping on point with a new 
Doctor. But also I think for ourselves 
the ambition [for this series] is to go 
up a level. We’re on a journey with 
this Doctor and these characters, so we 
wanna do big action-packed emotional 
scary funny stories. We’ve got some 
bigger action set-pieces, we’ve got some 
old monsters coming back and we’ve got 
some really brilliant new monsters.”

Despite SciFiNow’s gentle prodding, 
Chibnall won’t reveal, outside of 
RTD-era faves the Judoon, which old 
monsters are returning, though the 
press have already splashed paparazzi 
pics of redesigned Cybermen across 
their showbiz pages, and Daleks have 
been spotted on Clifton Suspension 
Bridge in Bristol. Having recruited all of 
those rookie viewers in 2018, it seems 
Chibnall and co and happier to plunder 
the Doctor Who toy box this year.

“Whether they’re 5 or 25 or 55, the 
people who joined us last year, now you 
wanna go, look at all the treats Doctor 
Who can provide!” he says excitedly.

While it’s impossible for a series of 
Doctor Who to please everyone, there 
was a consensus on the star-making 
brilliance of Jodie Whittaker. Before 
‘The Woman Who Fell To Earth’, 
aired, every other question lobbed at 
Whittaker focused on her gender and 
the supposedly culture-shaking decision 
of the BBC to cast a woman in the part 
of the Doctor. After that first episode, 
it was barely mentioned ever again, so 
immediately did Whittaker establish 
herself as not just the first female 
Doctor, but simply as the Doctor.

Entering into her sophomore year as 
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MEET THE 
WRITERS
THE RETURNEES
VINAY PATEL
The British-Indian screenwriter and playwright penned one of 
Series 11’s most acclaimed episodes, ‘Demons Of The Punjab’. 
Outside of Doctor Who, his work includes the 2016 BAFTA-
nominated drama Murder By My Father, the story of an honour 
killing of a British Asian Muslim girl by her father. 

ED HIME
Hime worked on the fourth and fifth series of C4 teen drama 
Skins, which earned him a BAFTA nomination for Breakthrough 
Talent. For Doctor Who, he was responsible for Series 11’s ‘It 
Takes You Away’.

PETE MCTIGHE
A showrunner himself, on Aussie drama Wentworth, the 
British-born McTighe is also a writer and producer on Sky’s A 
Discovery Of Witches. For Doctor Who, he wrote ‘Kerblam’ 
in Series 11, as well as doubling up as Content Consultant for 
the Classic Doctor Who Blu-ray range, writing the booklets that 
accompany each boxset, as well as creating those memorable 
promo videos.

THE NEWCOMERS
NINA METIVIER
Previously a script-editor on the Series 11 stories ‘The Woman 
Who Fell To Earth’ and ‘It Takes You Away’, Metivier now gets 
a chance to pen her own episode. She was also co-creator of 
the 2018 iPlayer thriller The A List and has worked as a writer 
on the kids drama Dixi. 

CHARLENE JAMES
Charlene James is an award-winning writer and playwright 
whose small screen work includes two episodes of A Discovery 
Of Witches and the Jodie Comer-starring Snatches: Moments 
From Women’s Lives in 2018.

MAXINE ALDERTON
Alderton began her TV career as a script-editor on Emmerdale, 
before becoming one of its regular writers. She’s also written 
episodes of the CBBC series The Worst Witch.

same direction. It’s like a juggernaut. So 
make sure you’re conditioned to do this 
gig, cos it’s ain’t easy. I’m in my 60th 
year and it’s tough.” He pauses. “It’s 
enjoyable though, we have great fun 
doing it and the end product is nothing 
but extraordinary. You can see where 
the money’s spent, but you must get rest 
and look after yourself because if you 
don’t, you will become unstuck because 
this is ten months of ramming speed.”

If you’re looking for upbeat, better 
look to Jodie. This will be her fifth 
series altogether with Chris Chibnall 
(after three series of Broadchurch and 
one of Doctor Who), and it’s clear that 
they’re creatively sympatico. Whittaker 
says she’s relishing the chance to play 
some different notes to her character 

this series. As Chibnall teases: “We’re 
delving deeper into the Thirteenth 
Doctor this year.”

“All the hard work is done for me,” 
enthuses Jodie. “Essentially we’re given 
these gems of characters on the page. 
We’ve had a season to discover these 
different avenues you can go down. 
Some of these episodes go in a direction 
that is different for the Doctor than 
previous seasons, so that in itself shows 
a side to her that we haven’t seen yet.

“The joy of something like Doctor 
Who is that you have the space and 
the breadth to explore so much more,” 
she continues. “With something like 
Coronation Street you can go for years 
playing a role, but for me, I’ve only 
ever really done it over six episodes 

before. We can develop our relationships 
between seasons. Not everything has to 
be crammed into the opening episode. 
We don’t have to do the introduction 
now, so we can go straight in.”

For all the excitement evident from 
this team at last year’s PR junket, there 
was a slew of worry that went along 
with it. So, is there less anxiety going 
into this second series?

“If you think of it as less pressure, 
you’re probably not concentrating 
well,” says Jodie. “We are the leads in a 
massive show that has a huge audience 
and that comes with a huge amount 
of responsibility. It’s not debilitating 
though. It’s probably the adrenalin you 

run on anyway because we’ve picked a 
job where people clap you at the end of 
the day. We do thrive on pressure.” 

“Last season,” adds Tosin Cole, 
who plays Graham O’Brien’s step-
grandson Ryan Sinclair, “it was a new 
showrunner, new Doctor, new way of 
approaching the show. But now it’s 
just the pressure of building on what 
we’ve got and keeping the audience 
entertained and engaged.”

Eschewing the complex series-
spanning arcs that came to characterise 
the Moffat era, Series 11’s narrative 
thread was more emotional than 
anything. The strained relationship 
between Graham and Ryan was one 

the Thirteenth Doc, she seems more 
relaxed and settled into her job. She’s 
no longer the new kid on the block and 
appears relieved at how Doctor 13 has 
been embraced by viewers and fans. So, 
two years on from her casting, if she 
could travel back in time, what advice 
would she give to herself on what to 
expect from this Doctor Who behemoth?

“I would say, the amount of torture 
it is maintaining the lines,” she laughs. 
“Block one last year I was like, ‘I’m 
never going to be able to fucking do this! 
This is so hard!’ But actually, nah nah 
nah, it’s just really hard. So go with that 
and be okay with that. So it’d be to be 
kinder to myself to go: ‘D’ya know what, 
I’ve never met anyone who’s played the 
part that’s said learning lines was easy, 
so just don’t be so stressed about it.’”

Doctor Who is a particularly 
punishing series to work on, one of the 
reasons, possibly, why so few Doctors 

ever stay beyond the three-year period. 
When we last met Bradley Walsh, 
midway through the filming of Series 
11, he was the smiliest soul in the room, 
and seemed like a kid at Christmas at 
being cast in Doctor Who. One year 
on, he’s given himself permission to 
acknowledge the job part of ‘dream job’.

“It’s a tough show,” he says, leaning 
forward, as if eager to get this off 
his chest. “It’s not easy. The lines 
are relentless. For all intents and 
purposes, you Doctor Who fans, it’s 
all gobbledegook. The Whovian-speak, 
the Whovian language that you have 
to know inside out, Jodie has to learn 
that and we’re a massive part of that 
too. So the days are long. It’s not a 9 
to 5 gig and things change, the sands 
are always shifting. This is such an 
ambitious shoot, with the stunts, the set 
builds, and everything else that goes 
on, everyone has to be rowing in the 

“IF YOU THINK 
OF IT AS LESS 

PRESSURE, 
YOU’RE 

PROBABLY 
NOT  

CONCEN-
TRATING 
WELL!”

JODIE WHITTAKER
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of Chibnall’s masterstrokes, as 
Ryan, raw from the violent death of his 
mother, struggled to accept Graham 
as his grandad. That arc came to a 
touching close with a simple fist bump 
in the New Year special, ‘Resolution.’

“It still develops in this series,” says 
Bradley. “There’s a steady arc to go 
through it and there are a few surprises 
along the way.” 

“Even with family, you’re still gonna 
have more to tell, because you’re 
family,” says Tosin. “Along the series, 
you’ll see a connection between us two 
and the group as we go further and 
further. Sometimes it’s coming together, 
sometimes it gets tested. But we’re all a 
team, we’re all family.”

“I’ve really enjoyed that part of the 
job, to have that personal arc within 
the story,” says Bradley, a smile finally 
breaking across his face. “It is a lot 
of to-ing and fro-ing, there’s a lot of 
emotional wrestling. I guess that was 
part of Chris’ ethos, and it’s been very, 
very good. I’ve thoroughly enjoyed 
working with those scenes.”

One of last year’s prime cuts was 
‘Rosa’, an episode which dropped Team 
TARDIS into the middle of one of the 
defining moments in the American Civil 
Rights struggle. But while the episode 
drew gushing reviews as well as picking 
up a Visionary Honours Award at BAFTA 
(co-writers Malorie Blackman and Chris 
Chibnall were praised for making “a 
positive social impact”), it also fuelled 
a small, but shouty contingent who 
lambasted Chibnall’s vision of Doctor 
Who as ‘preachy’ and overly PC. What 
does he say to those people?

“Bless ‘em,” he smiles.
“Racism’s like one of the most 

current things going on today, so that’s 
just ignorant to say that,” says Tosin. 
“Those issues are still going on now. I 
don’t think it was preachy, it was just 
reigniting that fire. I learned about Rosa 
Parks in school, but I didn’t know all the 
intricate details. I think it’s refreshing 
to do that for a younger audience and 
also for families so you can have that 
conversation in the household so that 
the kids can know about the past in 
order to make a better future.”

‘Rosa’ (screened, appropriately 
enough, during the UK’s Black History 
Month) was an almighty gamble 
for Doctor Who. It could well have 
looked like the show was trivialising 
a momentous moment in American 
history, but Chibnall and Blackman’s 

sensitive, impassioned script paid polite 
and dutiful tribute to one of the great 
heroes of modern history.

“We were worried about it, I had 
sleepless nights,” admits Chibnall. “I 
worried about it from the start, from 
the moment I came up with the idea, 
through when were shooting it, through 
the edit… But we really wanted to tell 
that story. Part of the reason I took the 
job of doing the show was to tell stories 
like that.”

“Personally, I didn’t feel at all 
worried, in the slightest,” adds Walsh. 
“Along with the partition episode 
[‘Demons Of The Punjab’], it’s my 
favourite by a country mile. If you’re in 
the hands of an exceptional storyteller 
then it will work. I couldn’t wait to 
start working on that episode. Had that 
episode not had an alien in it, and the 
BBC had had the money making that 
into a one-off drama, we’d have probably 
won a big award for that. Simple as that. 
Personally, if I never do anything else in 
my life, those two episodes, for me, were 
absolutely bang on.”

Jodie is eager to pour praise on 
Vinette Robinson, the Bradford-born 
actor whose portrayal of the legendary 
bus boycotter anchored the episode.

“She absolutely smashed it,” 
Whittaker gushes. “You as the actor 
know that she’s a really fantastic 
actress but then you appreciate the 
responsibility she had in that episode, 
just the details of the performance and 
the subtlety and the beauty of it… It was 
really moving to watch it as an audience 
member as well as being in it. I think 
for all of us, once we were on set and we 
saw her, even though we hadn’t seen the 
edit, any kind of anxiety went from us.”

“I would agree with that,” adds 
Chibnall. “Because it was early on in 
the series for filming it, what it just 
showed, to all of us, how extraordinary 
the production team are. Even the fabric 
of Rosa’s costume is the original fabric 
she wore, the level of detail, and the way 
Mark Tonderai directed it, and the way 
Sagun scored it... So yes, I think it gives 
you confidence to keep pushing. And I 
think that’s the hallmark of what we’ve 
done this year is we come in to episode 
one with such a velocity saying: ‘We’re 
back!’ and we’re having a blast. I think 
we’re just trying to push Doctor Who as 
far as it can go really.”

Both ‘Rosa’ and the India-set ‘Demons 
Of The Punjab’ were old-time Doctor 
Who historicals with a more pointed 

social-political bent. Should we expect 
more of the same in Series 12 to reflect 
our tattered times?

“There are more historicals,” reveals 
Chibnall, “but what you don’t want to do 
is repeat yourself. So we’ll be revisiting 
historicals in different ways. We’re 
always going to be connected as a series 
to the contemporary world and to stuff 
that’s going on today.”

It’s been a long, agonising wait for 
this second Jodie series. Filming kicked 
off all the way back in January and was 
still going when SciFiNow visited Roath 
Lock in September. But while Chibnall 
and co have been living, breathing and 
sweating Who for the whole of 2019, 
for us fans it’s been a barren year. By 
the time the first episode of Series 12 
hits our sets it’ll have been around 13 
months since Series 11’s closer. A year 
can be a life sentence when you’re 
aching for the return of your favourite 
TV show. So, can Chris Chibnall give us 
even the smallest crumb of information 
about S12? What can we expect from 
that opening instalment?

“It’s the biggest episode we’ve done,” 
he smiles, careful not to give away 
anything specific. “It might even be 
the biggest episode the show has ever 
done! If you think ‘Resolution’ was big, 
episode one is bigger, unquestionably. 
It’s a big action-packed hoot.”

Getting anything more than that from 
Chris Chibnall is like prizing a state 
secret from a well-trained MI6 agent.

“You don’t wanna spoil it, why d’ya 
wanna know?!” laughs Jodie when we 
probe the secretive showrunner more on 
what’s in store later in the series. He’s 
not biting.

Chris Chibnall’s Doctor Who, like his 
Broadchurch, wants to keep its secrets 
until it’s ready to unveil them. But with 
the level of mystery this great, all bets 
are off as to what’s coming up in 2020’s 
run of episodes. The Master? Captain 
Jack? The Garm? A regeneration? As 
with Broadchurch, the lesson with Chris 
Chibnall is to expect the unexpected. 

Doctor Who returns to BBC One  
in the New Year.

“YOU DON’T 
WANT TO 
REPEAT 

YOURSELF, 
SO WE’LL BE 
REVISITING 

HISTORICALS 
IN DIFFERENT 

WAYS”
CHRIS CHIBNALL

Story details are being 
kept firmly under wraps.

THE JUDOON 
ESSENTIAL FACTS
WHO? 
They are basically galactic police, but more 
from the brutal Gene Hunt mould. They’re not 
very bright and have the look of giant space 
rhinos. According to the Doctor, they have  
a “great big lung reserve” which allows  
them to survive for long periods in a limited  
oxygen environment.

HOW? 
Created by Russell T Davies for the Series 
3 opener, ‘Smith And Jones’, these yellow-
blooded creatures reappeared working 
alongside the Shadow Proclamation in the 
2008 episode ‘The Stolen Earth’.

WHAT ELSE? 
They’ve cameoed in various other episodes, 
including ‘The End Of Time’ (2010), ‘The 
Pandorica Opens’ (2010), ‘A Good Man 
Goes To War’ (2011), ‘The Magician’s 
Apprentice’ (2015) and ‘Face the Raven’.

OTHER SERIES? 
Being a RTD creation, it was somewhat 
inevitable they’d turn up in The Sarah Jane 
Adventures and did in the Series 3 story, 
‘Prisoner Of The Judoon’.


